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The rotation-wbration population distnbution of nascent OH formed by the exothermic reaction O(‘D) f H~0-t 
OH + OH has been observed by means of Umc-resolved resonance absorption using a pulsed laser unth sub-Doppler Iine- 
uidth. The transIational energy of most of the product molecules is distnbuted according to a temperature of about 
4800 K One half of the OH E found in a rotational &tnbutlon dcscnbed by T = 400 K, whereas the other half is rob 
tlonally hot (1900 Ii). The viiratlonal dlstnbution is extremely non-thermal. The populations m the two different spin 
states ‘n3,2 and *n1,2 are statistical, but non-statitxal m the correspondmg A components_ 

Hydroxyl radicals are important reactants 111 ordi- 
nary chemistry as well as in atmospheric chemistry. 
In the earth’s atmosphere they are products of the 
photochemical activrty of the sun [I ]_ They also emst 
III mtersteku cIouds and are the origin of strong 18 
cm radiation [2]. 

Recently we studled the reaction 

O(‘D)+H,O+OH+OH, 

whch is an excellent exampIe for the study of the 
dynamics of a chenucal reaction [3]. Nanosecond 
laser spectroscopy al!ows the mvestigation of the com- 
plete energy partitioning in this reactlon. it was ob- 
served that the exothemuc reaction forms OH radicals 
which exhibrt popuIation mversion in the lower and 

anti-mverston in the upper r\ states. But not only in- 
version or anti-inversion in the A states was observed; 

such phenomena also appeared for the different hyper- 
fine states. Despite the fact that the partitioning of 
excitation energy of OH in the Iower rotational states 
follows to some extent a temperature distnbution, 
these effects are strongly non-thermal. New measure- 
ments were carried out covering the higher rotational 
states of II” = 0 up to K = 18 and also rotational states 
of u” = I. Due to the fact that the laser hnewrdth is 

sub-Doppler, the kinetic energy of the product mole- 
cules could be determined. The variation in the delay 
time between the photolysis and monitor beam made 

it possrble to observe rotational as well as translation- 
al relaxation. 

The apparatus is identical with that described 
earlier [3] _ The fourth harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser 
at 266 rum is used to photolyse ozone and to produce 
O(l D)_ The gas flowing through the reaction cell is a 
mLvture of ozone (2 Torr) and water (10 Ton) at a 
total pressure of 12 Torr. Part of the second harmonic 
of the Nd:YAG laser pumps a dye laser which is pres- 
sure-tuned and frequency-doubled to monitor the OH 
molecules by absorption of resonance radiation. As 
the O(* D) need a certain time to react tit!% HzO, that 
part of the second harmonic which pumps the dye is 
optically delayed. Such a delay by multiple reflection 
of the beam provides a jitter-free operation. The ob- 
servation of the absorption instead of resonance fiuo- 
rescence makes the original ground-state popukkon 
directly observable. 

Most of the experiments were carried ovt at IO ns 
delay time while others were done at somewhat differ- 
ent conditions, e.g. 20 or 60 ns delay time or at toti 
pressures reduced to 3 Torr. This was necessary to 
study the influence of relaxation upon the partition- 
ing of internal and external energy among the products_ 

The complete set of reactions describing the pro- 
duction of OH is given by 

0, + hv (266 nm) +O(‘D)+02(1+$, (0 
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O(‘D)+H,O-+OH+OH. (2) 

As the quantum efficiency of (I) has recently been 

established to be nearly 0.9 [4] the number of OH 
radicals formed by (2) can be calculated from the laser 
energy density. the known gas concentrations, and the 
rate constant of (2) [5]. 

At room temperature the Doppler width of the 
resonance transitlon X 2fI(ti”,J”) + A Ix+ (L;.J’) is 
about 3 GHz. With the laser hneivldth kept at about 
1 5 GHz translational energes can be determmed 
under the assumption of a statistical distnbutlon of 
partlclc velocit12s. 

Recently we gave a prehminary report on the dis- 
tnbution of OH radicals from reactlon (3) m rotation- 
al levels I\ > 6 of u” = 0 [6] _ Two quite different &s- 
tributions wer2 observed with 50% of all OH formed 
by (I!) bemg dlstnbuted accordmg to T = 400 K wMe 
another 25C of the OH could be described accordmg 
to T= 1900 K. These measurements are now much 
extended and unproved results on the population N, 

m the rotational levels of U” = 0 and also of U” = 1 ob- 
tamed Results are presented m fig. 1 for the spm sys- 
trms ‘fl,,, and ‘fItjz for the upper I\ levels of IJ” = 0 

We see from fig. 1 that a sharp break m the popula- 
tlon of the rotatIonal lrvels eusts at I\’ = 6. The values 
are g-lven for the upper I\ lek2ls. both m ‘II,,, and 
2l-l ,12_ Slmllar results were also obtamed for the low2r 
A levels The e~penmental points for ths two spm sys- 
tems fall on the sam2 straight line, demonstratmg that 

the particles are dlstrlbuted statlstlcally among the 

two spm systems. But the dlstnbutlon of the two cor- 
respondmg A-doublet components IS non-statlstical. 

l-1: 1. Dlstnbution of product OH II-I rotatwn.d states of 
=n 3 1__J,2 (V” = 0) For tbc upper ,\ Lcvcb. 

The lower levels are always more populated than the 
corresponding upper ones. The ratio of the average 
population densltles is 1 3. Drvlations from ths aver- 
age value exist and are found to be systematic, show- 
mg that the parity of the states evidently mfluences 
these ratios. The results will be dlscussed in a forth- 
conung paper [7]. 

If the evpenments are extended to rotatIonal states 
m the first vibrational state of OH, a very slmllar d~s- 
tnbutron IS obtained (fig. 2). Again the rotational 

state population is described by a temperature T of 
nearly 1900 K. In this case R transitions were regis- 
tered which IS a probe for the lower A components. 
An Interesting result 111 this context is the non-uniform 
distribution of the rotational population. It IS evldent 
that for low rotational quantum numbers a small num- 
ber of molecules is already m a reIa__ed distnbution. 
These molecules amount to less than l/4 of the total 
population m U-us vlbratlonal state As demonstrated 
later, the larger part of the total available energy of 
this reaction IS released m the translational mode 

producing translationally hot molecules. These mole- 

cules have larger velocltles than those of the amblent 

gas and therefore experience shorter colhnon tunes. 

Tlus influence can ready be observed by reducmg 

the total gas densltles to I/4 of that at normal condl- 

tions. 

From their hnetx energes we calculate that on the 

average each OH molecule suffers one collision before 

It is morutored. The couisron number can be slightly 
lower in the case of the u” = 1 molecules compared to 
u” = 0 because their kmetlc energy IS lower from con- 

~-IS- 2 Dlsmbuhon of product OH m rotational states of 
Zrl 3/2,1/7- (u” = 1) for the loucr ,\ levels. 
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servahon of energy. We therefore expect a somewhat 
larger part of the OH to be found in a relaxed dstnbu- 
tion for the u” = 0 molecules. Due to the Hugh percent- 
age of OH observed m U” = 0, we think that this relax- 
ation accounts only partly for the meas’clred distnbu- 
uon. 

From the absorption measurements we can calcu- 
late absolute populations. As 70% of all OH formed 
by (2) has been observed in u” = 0, there is 30% left 
which 1s dlstrlbuted in hq$er vibrational states. If we 
add up the number densities of OH in the two states 
II” = 0 and U” = 1, we fiid that the number of OH mol- 
ecules excited m the u” = 1 state amounts to about 
20% of the total OH. We therefore expect 10% of the 
OH formed by (2) to be excited m II” > 2, as the total 
available energy is high enough to excite OH up to 
U” = 3. 

Followmg the mterpretation that the OH with the 
“old” bond (already preformed in H,O), amounting 
to 50% of total OH. is m u” = 0 (cold OH), we can 
proceed to calculate the distnbution of the OH with 
the “new” bond (hot OH). This distribution is shown 
in fig. 3. Rg. 3 contams an extrapolation for the 
higher vlbratlonal states. It shows that the vlbratlonal 
states u” = 0 and u” = 1 of OH in the newly formed 

bond are nearly equally populated, mdlcatmg that a 
strong non-thermal tistnbutlon eMsts (NU~.=l/~VU~~=o 
= 1.0). 

An Important pomt m the discussion of rhe dynam- 
ICS of the reaction is concerned with the translational 
energy of the products. It should be mentloned that 
the absorption mtensitles were taken from the integral 
of an absorption line. constdenng not only the peak 

03 I I I 

FIN 3 Dtstrtbution of the hot OH product molecules tn \I- 
brahonrd states oi’llJr_,l,l related to a total productton of 
t\\o OH moloculcs (N] in reaction (2). 

height but also the linewidth. From these measure- 
ments, it follows that the absorption lines are much 
broader than the corresponding width of room-temper- 
ature molecules. The measurements made at 12,6 and 
3 TOIT, show that the widths of the absorption lines 
change with pressure_ An extrapolation of these values 
to zero pressure, taking into account the reduction in 
particle velocity, leads to &f,vhm = 12 GHz, which is 
four times the width at 300 K (table 1). As the Doppler 
width is proportional to the square-root of the temper- 
ature, this corresponds to a temperature of neariy 
4800 K, wluch LS somewhat more than twice the tern- 
perature found for the rotational distnbution ofhot 
OH. 

For the atom-molecule reaction, the distribution 
of product energy states wdl be specified in terms of 
the partitioning of total avadable energy Q between 
the translational (ET), vibrational (EV), and rotation- 
al (ER) modes, where 

E=E_r+Ev+ER. 

It IS practical to consider the fraction of energ in a 
specific mode,f, = EJE where s = T, V, R V.&I 

fT+fV +fR = 1. 

The total available energy, E = 37 kcal/mole, is deter- 
mined by the excitation and translational energy OF 
the oxygen atoms, which can be calculated from re- 
sults of Sparks et al. [4], by the thermal energy of 
H20, and by the exothermicity of the reaction. From 
the measured distnbutions of the products in the diF- 
ferent vibrational and rotational states, and from the 
determination of their translational energy. it Follows 
that fT = 0.57 m the minimum. 

About 60% of the total energy release is in the 
translational degrees of freedom. fR for the rotation- 
al state distnbution IS at most 0.21, leaving about 20% 

Table 1 
Width of OH absorptton lute 42 (44) at various pressures in 
the reaction CCU (delay tune 10 ns) 

P A”D 
CTorr) WW 

3 3.5 
4 3.3 
6 4.9 

13 3.3 
- 
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of E stored in the vibrattonal modes of the OH mole- ~bstltution of I60 in Hz0 by 180. in this case the 
cules (E, == 8.2 kcaljmole). From N;$,J t~~~=~ = 1 0 reaction products are different the newly formed OH 
andT= 1900 K for the rotational distribution in u” = 1) contains the hght oxygen isotope whereas IsO 1s pm- 

ent in the old OH bond. a contnbution of 4.2 kcal/mole to Ev is calculated. 
This leaves only 4.0 kcal/mole or 11% of the total 
avadable energy for the excitation in wbrational states 
0” 2 2. As these particles amount to roughly 10% of 
the OH product molecules a minimum contnbution of 
about 4 kcallmole to E has to be considered. As the 
transiatronal energy IS a quadratic function of the hne- 
width (whrch IS the experunental parameter) an error 
of only 5% of thrs value amounts already to a 10% 
error in the translations energy. According to the 
large value off=_ an expenmental error of 5% results 
m 2 kcal/mole. 

The four-fold decrease in total pressure from 12 
to 3 Torr leads to a considerable reductron III the col- 
lision frequency. Using a sunple co&ion model (colh- 
sion cross section far OH-H,0 colhsions mdependent 
of particle velocity in the range of interest) the per- 
centage of OH having suffered one colhsion is Iess than 
20% However, transiatlonal relaxation IS quite effec- 
tive (table 1) because in this ekpenment the main col- 
lisron partner of OH is WzO. a partrcie of nearly equal 
mass. 

The observation that about 70% of the reactron 
products are m the vrbrationless ground state leads to 
the questron to what extent the old bond contnbutes 
to this dntnbution. An easy proof can be made by 

Prelinunary results show that t*OH is the mm 
constituent of the u” = 0 molecules whereas 160H is 
by far the most abundant constituent in the u” = 1 
drstnbutlon [7] _ 

The authors are grateful to the DFG for financial 
support and to M. Nuss for his assistance m part of the 
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